Health and Safety – Risk register
All of your Current Risks can be found here on your Risk register.
Click on Risks

The way your Risk register displays various Risks can be altered by choosing a
different option in the dropdown menu

Dropdown menu

The headings along the top strip are explained below.

If you have loaded
an image for this
particular Risk it will
display here.

This is the Risk description entered
when creating the Risk. This area is
the customised description that is
based around the risk you have
added.

This is the main category for the Risk.
When creating the Risk there is the
option of using a pre-set Risk or
creating a Risk that is more relevant
to the situation.

Arrows denoting
the Sub-category

This is the Risk sub
category. As with the main
category there are drop
down options when setting
up the Risk with the option
of adding multiple sub
categories to better reflect
the Risk description.

When setting up the Risk there is a
dropdown menu offering options
around the ultimate objective for
that Risk.
Risk score measures the severity
of the risk with the minimum
being 1x1=2 and the maximum
5x5=25
If you have multiple
farm units the unit
location will display
in here.

When setting up the Risk there is a
dropdown menu offering options around
how serious the harm level may be for that
Risk.

The Risk can only be closed if it
was set up to be able to be
eliminated.

These relate to the number of Actions that have been
created, completed and incomplete

This is the date that
the Risk was first
identified and written
up in the Risk register

If the Risk has been formally reviewed and
the date box populated then this column
will display that review date

The name of the Team
member who entered the
Risk will display in here.

The Risk can be deleted by clicking on the
However
the risk can’t be deleted if that risk has been identified in
an Induction to off Farm visitors

This column lists the Actions and displays
those actions which have been completed

